
FLEXIBLE
WORRY-FREE

COST-EFFECTIVE
Security as a Service



FOCUS ON YOUR 
CORE EXPERTISE

As a decision maker, you constantly look for ways to improve your 
business competitiveness and to ensure business continuity. By 
focusing on your core business and leaving the support of tools and 
services to professionals, you have more time and resources for your 
commercial priorities.

Office cleaning as a service, renting premises instead of owning 
them, using the Internet as a monthly subscription; these might all 
sound like natural choices for you, as those are probably not at the 
heart of your business.

Software and security as a service (SaaS) continues this trajectory.

WHY SECURITY  
AS A SERVICE?

Security as a Service (SaaS) makes good business sense. In the SaaS 
model, an organization outsources its IT security, purchasing a 
subscription for security software rather than buying the technology 
on an annual license basis. SaaS offers flexible license management. It 
is easy to move licenses from one PC to another - so the PCs are always 
protected by the latest version of the software.

Improve quality 
of protection

Gain 24/7 coverage Greater competency Reduced cost
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Software updates

Security updates

GET THE WORLD’S LEADING
ENDPOINT SECURITY SOLUTION.

DELIVERED AS A SERVICE.
F-Secure Protection Service for Business is one of the world’s leading 
multi-endpoint security solutions, designed from the ground up to 
be delivered as a service. 

It is the only unified endpoint security solution on the market that 
delivers computer, mobile and server security, with integrated 
patch- and mobile device management. It allows you to do more 
with your security budget, as all the endpoints and vital tools come 
in the same, business-smart package. 

And as a managed service, you don’t need to buy or maintain servers 
or commit limited resources in to maintaining security. We’ll ensure 
that you’re always secure and using the latest threat intelligence 
through our Security Cloud – and that everything is up-to-date, 
from 3rd party security patches to our security clients.

So that you can focus fully on your business.
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SWITCH ON FREEDOM

F-Secure has been solving business security challenges for over 25 years.  
We are a European pioneer in cyber security and data protection.

Our award-winning solutions go far beyond traditional anti-malware.  
We offer modern, best-in-class endpoint protection, security management, 

and network security solutions. Developed in close cooperation with 
industry partners and international security authorities, our solutions garner 

global awards from leading independent experts. 

Together with our network of over 200 operators and thousands of  
IT service partners, we are able serve millions of private and business 

customers locally, worldwide. 

www.f-secure.com/PSB

This is F-Secure


